through several small typical Chinese villages with ruined temples and
pagodas. It also passes through burial fields where many heavy coffins
are supported on short piles and thatched over with rice straw. The settlement at Zi-Ka-Wei was made by the French Jesuits in 1847. The
observatory is a very fine brick building under their control. Weather
and time (are the specialities of the Observatory. A daily weather map,
edition of perhaps 300, is distributed sometimes by a messenger over the
city. In Peking, Prof. Milham saw the meteorological instruments along
with the old and new astronomical instruments. They are located on
and near the east wall of the Tartar City portion of Peking. No observations, however, were being made as the observer was taking a new year's
vacation and this migiht last a month.
Prof. Milham was impressed by the importance of the winter high in
northeastern Asia. It seems absolutely to dominate the weather of a
large part of Asia and one can almost feel it in Korea and Manchuria
like a great depressiing hand. Niow and then a weak low would pass, and
there might be a dust storm. Such a storm on February 5, 1928, spoiled
the feast of lanterns. The northern hemisphere map, including Siberian
reports, should be printed again on the back of the Washington daily
weather map, said Prof. Milham, the big highs and lows being wanted
particularly. At Zi-Ka-Wei observations are received daily from Tomsk,
Irkoutsk, and Tschita in Siberia.
Public thermometers and weather maps are much more in evidence
in Jiapan than in the United States. At each end of every railway car
was a thermometer that was observed every half hour so that the temperature could be kept close to 70. Weather maps were displayed in all
hotels. Prof. Milham said the American Meteorological Society should
urge the Weather Bureau to display maps in railroad stations and hotels.
Dust Storm Checks Radicals of Peking
PEKING, March 12.—The worst dust storm that Peking has known
for years, blown straight from the Gobi Desert by a boisterous March
wind and making the city twilight dark tat noon, greatly assisted the
military police authorities in preventing demonstrations today in connection with the fourth anniversary of the death of Dr. Sun Yat-sen-—N. Y.
Times.
A NORTHER COOLS THE GULF STREAM
B y CHARLES F .

BROOKS

Clark University, Worcester, Mass.
A cool norther from November 20 to 28, 1928, cooled the Gulf Stream
in the Straits of Florida from 80 to 77° F. Half of this fall was immediate and due to the cooling effect of the strong wind on the water and
the mixing of the warmer surface layer with the less heated deeper ones.
The remainder occurred from November 26 to December 1 as the water
west of the Straits of Florida that had been still more cooled fed into the
Gulf Stream.
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Before the strong north wind commenced, the Gulf Stream had a nearly uniform temperature of 80 to 81° F. between Key West and Habana. When the wind started the temperature began to fall more rapidly
on the northern margin of the stream than in the center or middle, and
by the 6th day of the norther had fallen to 77, while the southern margin was 79. During the next few days, and continuing after the wind
stopped blowing, cooler streaks, down to 76 and 75, appeared in the
northern two-thirds of the Stream. On December 1 the southern third
was still 79, while the northern two-thirds was streaked with temperatures between 76 and 78. Later, the general temperature of the northern
two-thirds became 76 to 77 while the southern third remained 79. After
December 3, however, warm streaks began to come into the cooler section
and the southern warmth spread to about half the width of the Stream.
Another north wind on the 8th, however, began to narrow the warm portion once more. Finally, the temperature became more uniform as the
south cooled slowly and the north warmed up a little.
The reason for this disparity between the northern and southern portion of the stream appears to be the differing sources of the water. The
northern part of the Stream is made of water coming from the eastern
portion of the Gulf of Mexico, and becomes noticeably cooler a week after
a strong northerly wind has prevailed over the eastern Gulf, cooling the
surface and driving the water southward.1 The southern portion, however, pours more or less directly as a current from the Yucatan Channel,
losing but little of the heat it had when it entered the Gulf of Mexico
from the Caribbean Sea.
The great thermal capacity of the deep waters of the Gulf Stream
and its approaches is shown by a comparison with the much greater fall
in temperature of the water in Key West harbor and even in Habana
harbor, both relatively shallow bodies. Key West water fell from 76 on
November 20th to a minimum of 62 on the 24th, and it stayed low (about
65 till the 28th, when the north wind stopped, after which the temperature rose rapidly to 71 by December 1. Habana harbor fell from 79 to
74 from the 20th to the 26th, and did not begin to rise again till December 1.
These temperatures were obtained with the seawater thermograph belonging to the American Meteorological Society that was installed last
summer on the car-ferry, Henry M. Flagler, by Mr. H. B. Boyer, U. S.
Weather Bureau, and Mr. C. H. Stanton, the P. & 0. Steamship Company. Mr. Stanton, Chief Engineer of the Flagler, is in charge of the
operation of the instrument.
It will now be interesting to watch for a brief dip in temperature in
the Gulf Stream farther along its course, where five seawater thermographs are making temperature profiles along four different lines. The
S.S. Steelmaker, New York to San Francisco, will cross the Stream nearest the Straits; the Cornno of the Porto Rico Line will be next, the Ber1
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nwda third and the two ships of a line from Halifax to Bermuda and
British Honduras, fourth. The actual progress of marked departures
in surface temperatures of the Gulf Stream can only now for the first
time be checked by these automatic instruments in such a series of crossings.
Meteorologists are interested in these temperatures, for the effect that
ocean surface temperatures have on the temperatures and humidity of
the air, and through these elements on the density of the air and the distribution of atmospheric pressure. Meteorologists are looking forward
to a time when the relations between ocean surface temperatures and
the general distribution of pressure for months or seasons will be accurately known and when, by virtue of the progressive movements of
ocean waters with their thermal savings accounts and the slowness with
which their heat is lost, some anticipation of the characters of coming
seasons may be possible.
Discussion.
Prof. Milham remarked that these ocean temperature
records appeared to be a good beginning for long range forecasting. Prof.
Henry said it was good to find what the effect of winds is and to look
forward to discovering the duration of such changes in temperature.
In reply to a question from Prof. Douglass on how long the records were,
Prof. Brooks said that these thermograph records were for only a few
months to 2% years, but that other observations were available for
many years back. One of the objects in operating thermographs was to
find some accurate Way to evaluate the earlier records. In the Straits
of Florida, f o r example, the car ferries made special observations of sea
temperature from 1917 to 1921, and now have resumed for comparison
with the thermograph's indications. Furthermore, the numerous passing
ships have been making observations which have been compared with
the car-ferry data. Brooks hoped to find some index to Gulf Stream
temperatures which he could carry back several decades for comparison
with seasonal weather abnormalities in the eastern United States.
SEVERE WINTER IN EUROPE
The stormy conditions so prevalent during November (see BULLETIN
for December, 1928, pp. 206-207) over northwestern Europe continued
for the most part during December, culminating in a severe storm in the
last week of the month, centered over the eastern North Atlantic and
Scandinavia. Westerly gailes caused by this disturbance brought high
tides and floods along the Belgian lowlands, inundating districts that
were just emerging from the floods of the previous month. Germany
experienced the most severe fog in recent years, and U. S. S. R. reported
serious floods along the Neva from the melting snows. N]o particularly
low temperatures were reported.
Conditions; changed decidedly with the advent of 1929. By January
4th, pressure had increased to 1040 mb. (30.71 in.) over Central Europe,
and an area of low pressure remained stationary over the Mediterran-
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